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from the President

by James G. Boyle, President, MSADA

2009: The Year Everything
No one knows our business better than us.
It’s time to make sure Beacon Hill knows it.

A

s your Association comes out of the mad rush leading up
to the Annual Meeting and Preview Night for the New England
International Auto Show, a resounding success all around, I’m
just now realizing that my first year as President of the MSADA
has come to a close.
I’m not sure that any of my predecessors have seen dealers
face so many cataclysmic events in the space of one year. In
2009, we saw dealerships that go back three generations succumb to either market forces or the will of the manufacturer
that had turned its back on them, with the help of the federal
government. We have seen Congress attempt to give us a hand
by unleashing a bureaucratic nightmare.
The common lesson throughout these events, however, has
been that we alone are the best advocates we have. No one on
Beacon Hill or Capitol Hill will ever know what we’re going
through.
But that’s not going to stop lawmakers from pretending that
they do. Exhibit A at the state level was raising the sales tax
from 5 to 6.25 percent – when we in fact had been pushing for
it to be lowered to 3 percent. Despite the move, Gov. Patrick
announced a budget shortfall that has crippled the budgets of
cities and towns throughout the state.
As business owners, we know that raising taxes will not
solve our Commonwealth’s problems. Maybe someday our
representatives will, too.
Until then, we need to make sure our perspective is not lost
in the shuffle. As always, I encourage dealers to make their
voices heard on issues like tax increases and the ‘Right to Re-

“These people
mean well, but
they don’t really
have a clue what
we do as auto
dealers.”
pair’ bill, but we need to play the ‘insider’ game as well. We
need to support politicians, candidates and causes favorable to
us. The majority of these people we elect mean well, but they
don’t really have a clue what we do as auto dealers or even
as small businessmen and women. We need to educate them
continuously on our issues.
Some lawmakers do understand what it’s like to be in business. We gave Christy Mihos a platform at the Annual Meeting not because we necessarily endorse him, but because he
has a clear record as a business owner of understanding where
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Msada Board
Barnstable County
Gary Beard, Dick Beard Chevrolet

Berkshire County

Changed

[Open]

Bristol County
Shawn O’Hara, O’Hara Mazda

Essex County

we come from, and he is promoting a sales tax cut to 3 percent on next
year’s ballot. I encourage you to do research on the current candidates
up for election and incumbents, and to find out where they stand on the
issues important to our industry.
We need to support lawmakers who will stand up for us. The past year
has shown they wield power that can deeply affect our livelihoods. It’s
up to us to make sure they know exactly what they’re doing.

William DeLuca, Woodworth Motors
Ann Regan Flynn, Regan Ford, Inc.

Franklin County
Steven Lorenz, Don Lorenz, Inc.

Hampden County
Jack Sarat, Jr., Sarat Ford

Hampshire County
[Open]

New Vice President, Clerk Join
MSADA Officers

Middlesex County

As announced at the Annual Meeting, Scott Dube, owner of Bill Dube
Hyundai, is your new Vice President. He replaces John Santilli, who
sold his Nissan dealership last month. Scott is in his second term on the
MSADA Board of Directors, and I look forward to working with him
going into 2010.
Chris Connolly, Jr. is now the Board’s Clerk, replacing Jack Madden,
Jr., who has stepped in as Treasurer after Steve Lorenz fell ill a few
months ago. Steve had been our Treasurer for a long time, and our Association is much better for it. He is doing better now, and we are glad to
still have him on the Board.

James Boyle, Tuck’s Trucks
Chris Connolly Jr., Herb Connolly Motors
Scott Dube, Bill Dube Hyundai

Norfolk County
Jack Madden, Jr., Jack Madden Ford
Charles Tufankjian, Toyota Scion of Braintree

Plymouth County
[Open]

Suffolk County
Robert Boch, Expressway Toyota

Worcester County
Joel Baker, Baker Cadillac

Congratulations to Our
Dealer of the Year

Medium/Heavy-Duty Truck Dealer
Director-at-Large

Former MSADA President Rick Mastria was selected as this year’s
Massachusetts Dealer of the Year and thus becomes our nominee for
TIME magazine’s Dealer of the Year Award, which will be presented in
Orlando in February at the NADA convention.

Dana S. Goodfield, Dana Automotive

[Open]

Immediate Past President
NADA Director
Raymond Ciccolo, Village Auto Group

Good Luck in 2010
We at MSADA wish you a happy New Year. We will continue to do
all we can in helping achieve your goals, and hope that 2010 brings you
prosperity and good health.
t

www.msada.org

Officers
President, James G. Boyle
Vice President, Scott Dube
Treasurer, Jack Madden, Jr.
Clerk, Chris Connolly, Jr.
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Political Action

Never a Dull
Moment
by Robert O’Koniewski, Esq.
MSADA Executive Vice President

Thank You
On December 1, your Association held a successful combination Annual Meeting and Auto
Show Preview Night Party at the Boston Convention and Exposition Center. This month’s
edition of Auto Dealer highlights the activities
and auto displays from that day. The events
were well attended and featured engaging guest
speakers RMV Registrar Rachel Kaprielian,
Jim Ziegler, Automotive News Editor Jason
Stein, and GOP gubernatorial candidate Christy
Mihos, as well as presentations from your
MSADA leadership and attorneys.
We owe a huge debt of gratitude to our sponsors that day. Without their support we would not
be able to have these events. I also want to thank
our member dealers and associate members who
attended either or both events; we hope you received valuable insights from all our speakers.
Whereas the Annual Meeting gives us an opportunity to provide attendees with all types of
legal, legislative, and industry updates, the Auto
Show Preview Night Party is the major fundraising event for our Charitable Foundation in
direct support for our Auto Tech Scholarship
Program. The proceeds generated with ticket
sales and sponsorship commitments help to fuel
the scholarships we hand out each year to deserving students to pursue their career goals in
our industry. We have run the tech scholarship
program for seven years, and scores of techs
working in dealerships can attest to the leg up
in their careers they received from this program.
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Many of them, with their parents, were in attendance that evening as our guests. Moving
into 2010, we will continue to make sure that
qualified students have the means to pursue the
advanced education necessary for their careers.

New Dealer Rights Law
For certain Chrysler and GM dealers adversely affected by their OEMs’ bankruptcies, they
may now have one last shot at life. President
Obama on December 16 inked his signature to
legislation that creates a process for Chrysler
and GM dealers who were terminated or slated
for wind-down to appeal through binding arbitration the OEMs’ decisions.
Look for MSADA Bulletin #37 (12/17/09),
President Signs New Dealer Rights Law, for
the basic information on the statute. There are
very specific deadlines that affected dealers
must meet if they are going to pursue such arbitration offered by the new law. For instance,
affected dealerships that wish to seek binding
arbitration with Chrysler or GM must make the
election to do so by January 25, 2010. In addition to our Bulletin #37, dealers will receive
updates and specific arbitration logistics from
your MSADA through additional bulletins as
well as from NADA at the “Dealer Rights” tab
on www.nada.org.
Because every dealer’s situation is unique, we
recommend that each dealer work with his or
her individual financial and legal professionals
to examine in detail whether and how to pursue

MSADA

the rights granted under the new law.
The negotiations regarding this legislation had gone on for months. Through
late November, however, they seemed
to have ground to a halt, as it became
apparent that Chrysler and GM were
pursuing a path of stall ball in the hope
of getting this issue pushed to the back
of the stove. A flurry of Congressional
interest in early December jump started
the passage of what finally became law.
Throughout the process, the following
members of the Massachusetts delegation were helpful in keeping the heat on
the manufacturers with their support of
the legislation: Congressmen Richard
Neal, Barney Frank, Michael Capuano,
William Delahunt, John Tierney, and
Jim McGovern, and Senators John Kerry
and Ted Kennedy (before his death).

What Next for 2010?
Even as the ink was drying on the
new federal dealer rights law, GM announced that it would be closing down
its Saab line-make after failing to find
a buyer. The wind-down for the 200+
U.S. dealers will proceed in accordance
with agreements the dealers were asked
to sign earlier this year. This will be in
addition to the wind-downs occurring
for Pontiac and Saturn and the agreed
upon sale of Hummer to a Chinese entity, thereby leaving GM with four U.S.
brands: Chevrolet, Cadillac, Buick, and
GMC.
As we enter the new year, there is
still much economic uncertainty out
there. After two years of difficult retail
sales, those dealers left standing have
done just about everything they can do
to reduce expenses. How much more
adversity can the industry and dealer
body handle at this point? Unfortunately, in many regards, dealers’ ability
to survive will be determined by factors
out of their control. But economically,
so far Congress has not acted on matters

7

from a pro-small business perspective.
Where this all ends up is yet to be seen,
but additional economic disruption certainly can be expected.

if the talk of more taxes manifests itself
here and in D.C. All the pundits say
Coakley is the expected winner. But
that’s why they play the games.

Brown vs. Coakley

CFPA

Massachusetts voters went to the
polls on December 8 to determine the
party selections for the race to fill the
U.S. Senate seat vacated by the death
of Senator Ted Kennedy. (The seat
presently is filled on an interim basis by
Democrat Paul Kirk via gubernatorial
appointment.)
The primary election turnout was
pathetically light, and, in the end, there
were no surprises. Republican State
Senator Scott Brown, who has a strong
pro-small business record in the Legislature, beat back a challenge from attorney Jack E. Robinson. On the Democrat side, Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley received almost
50 percent of the vote in defeating three
challengers, including Congressman
Michael Capuano (D-Somerville).
The final election will be held on
Tuesday, January 19, 2010. Joining
Brown and Coakley on the ballot will
be Libertarian Joseph Kennedy, who
has no known connection to those other
Kennedys.
This is the first ever special election
in Massachusetts for a U.S. Senate seat.
It will be interesting to see what the result will be given the unusual set of circumstances: an election in the dead of
winter after a holiday (Is anyone paying
attention? Any snow storm that day? );
voter turnout will be much lower than
the normal November election; the
measurable and well-documented voter
anger and anxiety that is overtaking the
country, that manifested itself with GOP
gubernatorial victories in Virginia and
New jersey last month; the uncertainty
caused by a withering economic downturn that potentially will be exacerbated

Recently the U.S. House debated
legislation (H.R.4173) pushed by Congressman Barney Frank (D-Newton),
the chairman of the House Committee
on Financial Services, that would create a new federal agency, the Consumer
Financial Protection Agency, to regulate all financial products and services
provided by banks and non-banks to
consumers. Early in the committee
process, the NADA, with input from
dealer associations like MSADA, was
successful in lobbying for an exemption from the law for new car and truck
dealers. This exemption did not have
the backing of Chairman Frank in committee.
Your Association, including NADA
Director Ray Ciccolo, MSADA legislative agent Jim Hurrell, and me, subsequently met with Congressman Frank to
reiterate our support for the exemption
language and explain the need for its
inclusion in the bill. During the House
debate on the bill, Congressman Frank
took the floor to speak to the plight of
dealers over the past year and acted in a
way that the dealer exemption was not
altered.
The CFPA now goes on to the Senate for deliberation. We will continue
to keep you informed of developments
as they may occur.
Thank you for all your support for
your Association throughout the year.
Merry Christmas and Happy Hanukah.
t
MSADA Executive Vice President
Robert O’Koniewski can be reached at
rokoniewski@msada.org
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2009 MSADA ANNUAL MEETING

Becoming Our Own

President James Boyle at the 2009 Annual Meeting.

A Message of Perseverance
The 2009 MSADA Annual Meeting provided a chance for dealers to come together after the
toughest year most can remember. Throughout the day, MSADA staff and guest speakers reflected
on what had transpired and how the year ahead could bring positive change.
A year into his presidency, James Boyle told assembled MSADA members that the Association
spent the past year realigning itself to their needs as crisis swept the industry.
“The Board of Directors recognized almost a year ago the Association had lost its way,” Boyle
told the audience. “We were not following the basic function of this association: to provide service
to the members.”
In 2009, sweeping changes were made both to the staff and the MSADA mission. As the slow
sales and credit crisis of 2008 turned into 2009’s bankruptcy saga, Boyle credited the Association’s
new Executive Vice President with “a rapid transformation” that helped refine the message delivered to lawmakers – who played an increasingly large role in dealers’ business.
Boyle pointed out much of the year was spent educating those with the power to make sweeping
decisions on industry regulation on even the most basic principals of the auto industry.
Recalling a trip to Washington in September, Boyle said, “I wish you could’ve seen Scott Dube
and Chris Connolly explain to people that auto makers are not the people who sell automobiles.”
With many legislators often in the dark about the realities dealers face, Boyle stressed the need
for increased advocacy to keep the true effects of regulation at the forefront.
“I just cannot stress enough to all of you that we need to get involved in things that may not be
-- certainly in Massachusetts -- politically correct,” he noted. “If there is legislation out there that
would cut taxes, we’ve said in the past, ‘Oh, the few friends that we have, we don’t want them to
be mad at us.’ I think we have to wake up and pay attention. We need to get involved, selfishly, and
promote [ourselves].”
“Unfortunately for all of us, we’re playing for keeps,” Boyle added. “This is our lives. And
there’s no better group of people that can get it done than us.”
DECEMBER 2009
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Best Advocates
“We’re playing
for keeps; this is
our lives. There’s
no better group of
people that can get
it done than us.”
–James Boyle
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2009 ANNUAL MEETING
RMV Registrar Pledges to
Continue to Work with Dealers
Addressing the MSADA Annual Meeting for the second time,
RMV Registrar Rachel Kaprielian stressed that the newly
regrouped agency is continuing
to look for ways to improve its
relationship with dealers.
Among the most important
initiatives, Kaprielian said, is the
work dealers do with Electronic
Vehicle Registration (EVR).
“The EVR you do on our behalf runs in the 400,000 to 600,000
(range),” she said. “I can’t imagine what our branch traffic would look
like but for that.”
After a year serving in the position, Kaprielian said the most notable
accomplishment under her tenure so far is moving license renewals online, calling the Internet its “busiest branch.”
In addition to calling on dealers to bring issues to the RMV’s attention,
Kaprielian said the quarterly meetings held between her office and the
MSADA have helped her better understand dealers’ needs.
“I have been very heartened by our meetings,” she said. “Checking in
with one another helps enormously, and I come from a school where we
anticipate a problem and try to solve it.”

Gov. Candidate
Calls for Change
Republican gubernatorial candidate Christy Mihos stopped by
the Annual Meeting to make a
stump speech focusing on his experience as a business owner – a
message he hoped would register
with voters such as dealers.
Mihos, the former owner of
the Christy’s Market chain and
current owner of 12 stores in
Cape Cod, said his policies as
governor would aim to help
businesses thrive in a state
where taxation and regulation
seem to be the rule.
Mihos also voiced his support of a 3 percent sales tax rate, saying he spearheaded an
effort to get enough signatures to put the measure as a ballot
initiative for the Novemeber 2010 election.

Jim Ziegler Assesses Industry
“All the doom and gloom, if you
buy into it, then you own it.”

DECEMBER 2009
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Controversial and well-known auto industry guru Jim
Ziegler served as the keynote speaker at the MSADA Annual Meeting, sparing no one in a harsh assessment of manufacturer mistakes that he argued made life for dealers more
difficult than ever.
Ziegler, a columnist for DEALER magazine, took on
nearly every major vehicle brand as he analyzed the reality
of the industry.
Mercury? Get rid of it, Ziegler says. Meanwhile, Honda’s
are “fuel efficient, consistent, boring-ass cars.”
Chrysler mostly escaped his criticism, with Ziegler en-

MSADA

Automotive News Editor
Reviews a Tumultuous Year
Opening with a list of stories from the day’s headlines, Automotive News Editor Jason Stein illustrated how dramatic 2009
has been. Ford stock going up to $9 from $1, a pending deal to
buy Saab apparently dead in the water, and Honda up 5 percent
over the year were stories the magazine recently reported.
“These all would’ve been top ten stories in one year,” Stein
said, “but it was one day.”
During an overview of the stories that made 2009 perhaps the
most memorable ever for the auto industry, Stein said a return
to 17 million units sold a year is not likely to come quickly.
“The outlook for
domestic automakers
is still fairly grim,” he
said. “As ugly as things
are, there is a scenario
for a better future.”
Stein’s scenario includes a greener GM,
with stronger brands,
and a revitalized
Chrysler. He estimated
roughly one million
more units sold across
the country in 2010,
but said the road back
to a booming industry
remains unclear.

Challenges
couraging dealers to get behind the manufacturer and its plan to
regain prominence.
For dealers, he said a back to basics approach will bring back
profitability.
“Get rid of bad people,” Ziegler advised. “Even if they’re
relatives.”
Most importantly, Ziegler stressed bad news doesn’t mean
dealers should give up.
“All the doom and gloom, if you buy into it, then you own it,”
he said. “If you get your people in order and start paying attention to what you’re doing, you’re going to be there.”

MSADA
Executive Vice
President Robert
O’Koniewski
and Legislative
Agent Jim Hurrell
outline the
legislative issues
dealers face on
Beacon Hill.

Legislative Battles
Continue
The MSADA legislative team gave dealers more details on the
reality of Beacon Hill’s isolation from the difficulties faced by businesses in the current recession. In 2009, in addition to a bitter sales
tax fight, ‘Right to Repair’ legislation emerged from the shadows
with more support than ever.“It’s a very frustrating issue because it’s
a made up issue,” MSADA Executive Director Robert O’Koniewski
said. “ It’s based on a shell game the independent repairers are putting out there on behalf of the aftermarket parts companies.”
O’Koniewski noted that while the legislation has ultimately been
defeated each time it’s come up, the economy provides a new angle
for independents to claim that without the legislation they will go
out of business. While a smart public relations move, O’Koniewski
said the facts remain tilted toward dealers.
“The point you can raise is, what consumers have complained?”
O’Koniewski said. “(Legislators are) not getting any calls. There’s
no other way to describe it -- ‘Right to Repair’ is a solution looking
for a problem.”
Legislative Agent Jim Hurrell outlined the Association’s struggle
to get the sales tax temporarily lowered to 3 percent, a move backed
by other business groups but encountered strong resistance even at
its earliest stages.
“What I think you should understand is MSADA was ahead of the
curve,” Hurrell said. “I think you have the right to know a dealer approached our Lieutenant Governor, he took it to the Governor, and
to quote, the (3 percent initiative) was ‘a non-starter.’”
Hurrell cautioned that 2010 will bring even more legislative
struggles, and that dealers need to make their voice heard or risk
being drowned out by others.
“If you don’t get active to protect your own businesses, it’s going
to be a worse year than we had this year,” Hurrell said. “When you’re
asked to go to a regional meeting, please attend. If I go up there, and
we invite five or 10 legislators to Worcester, we need to show them
local dealers so they can put a name and a face together.”
www.msada.org Massachusetts Auto Dealer DECEMBER 2009
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2009 ANNUAL MEETING

Annual MeetingReception pics
Special Thanks to

OurAnnual Meeting
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RECOGNITION
D e a l er o f t h e Y e a r

Rick Mastria

Rick Mastria, owner of Mastria Auto Group, was awarded the Massachusetts Dealer of the Year award at the 2009 Annual Meeting.
“Especially now, many are realizing the important role that dealers play
in the areas they serve,” MSADA President Jim
Boyle said. “Through Rick’s work with the YMCA
and Chamber of Commerce, he’s shown himself
to be among our best examples of Massachusetts
dealers giving back to their communities.”
As the Massachusetts nominee for the TIME
Magazine Dealer of the Year Award, he will travel
to the NADA Annual Convention in February.
“This is unbelievable,” Mastria said. “I don’t
think there’s anything more satisfying than having
a nomination from my peers.”

Friends of the
Scholarship Program

Rick Mastria was honored as Massachusetts
Dealer of the Year at the MSADA Annual
Meeting on Dec. 1, 2009.

Yo u r 2 0 1 0
M S A DA O f f i c e r s

F & I Resources
AutoRaptor
Wachovia Dealer Services
Boston.com

James Boyle
(President)
Tuck’s Trucks, Inc.

Dana Goodfield
(Immediate Past President)
Dana Automotive

Law Office of E. Pamela Salpoglou
TD Bank
Parsons
Murtha Cullina
Albin, Randall & Bennett
Target Dealer Services

Scott Dube (Vice President)
Bill Dube Hyundai

Ray Ciccolo (NADA Director)
Village Auto Group

Chris Connolly, Jr. (Clerk)
Herb Connolly Motors

Jack Madden, Jr. (Treasurer)
Jack Madden Ford

Integrity Merchant Solutions
Vehicle Outfitters
Lynnway Auto Auction
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Sound Off

MSADA

Henderson Quits Amidst Taxpayer Twilight Zone
By Mark Ragsdale
It’s like the intro from Rod Serling’s The Twilight Zone,
“…another dimension.”
We have moved into an alternate reality where U.S. taxpayer “investors” are treated like mushrooms—kept in the dark
and fed a bunch of manure. While Ford posted a $1 billion
third-quarter profits and Chrysler boasted $200 million in net
revenues, GM disclosed a $1.2 billion loss.
GM’s report might as well been scratched on the back of
a cocktail napkin. According to federal regulations, publicly
traded companies (as GM was until June) must follow Generally Accepted Accounting Practices (GAAP). This helps
analysts and investors discern true corporate performance.
GAAP accounting is nothing new to GM. They reported their
numbers this way right up to bankruptcy. Even dealers signing
GMAC bank notes must consent to GAAP—but apparently
not the “new” General Motors.

S aab B lows U p
The Saab deal is the latest of GM’s bankruptcy commitments to blow up. Prospective Saab buyer Christian von
Koenigsegg stated to a Swedish paper, “We have a business
plan, but when Saab is bleeding and can’t develop during this
period of waiting… the results of the business plan are very
unpredictable.” Meaning, after five months of negotiating and
hanging around, Koenigsegg got nervous.
Some speculate that the Swedish government failed to approve the new buyer, having made $600 million in bailouts
to Saab. Koenigsegg only employs 45 people, building twodozen ultra-high-end automobiles per year. Saab sells 50,000
vehicles annually and employs 4,000 Swedish workers. Even
in Sweden’s self-proclaimed socialist welfare state, betting on
the wrong horse threatens political incumbents. We may see a
new deal emerge with qualified Chinese backers. Otherwise,
another 218 U.S. dealerships will close.

Saturn Explodes
The Saturn deal exploded in General Motors’ face just one
day before it was to close. Renault didn’t think it could make
money by building Saturns for Roger Penske. What did they
foresee? Perhaps the UAW might end up owning Saturn just
like Chrysler and GM. Maybe our revolving energy and tax
policies had them spooked.
“This whole deal with Penske doesn’t smell right to me,”
said Jay Cimino, owner of four Phil Long Saturn dealerships.

“How come nobody at GM knew the deal was falling apart?
If I had a salesman who let a car deal fall apart at the very last
minute like that without asking somebody for help, I’d fire
him on the spot,” Cimino said. Nevertheless, the broken deal
means another 350 U.S. dealers and their combined 18,550
employees bite the dust.

An Opel Change of Mind
After negotiating with a Canadian buyer and working the
German government for $6.7 billion in financing, GM’s board
reversed its position during a November meeting. They decided
to keep Opel. Opel’s consolidation to profitability will cost GM
as much as $3.3 billion in cash according to estimates—a swing
that will burn 25 percent of GM’s remaining cash reserves.
According to current Car Czar Ronald Bloom, the Obama
Administration was never informed about the boardroom rescission until after the deal was killed. “In a perfect world,
I would have known about it in advance… But the board of
directors is an independent board of men and women… We’re
not going to try to get them to change it. I guess we could have
said something. We absolutely did not. ”

Where do I get off?
How can a majority shareholder overseeing a $50 billion
taxpayer investment fail to be consulted on a $10 billion
change of plans? How can this same majority shareholder not
be entitled to a valid financial statement? Based on its cocktail
napkin report, GM is still losing $5 billion per year—maintaining the same deplorable 2007 pre-bankruptcy fiscal pace.
Would this have occurred in a good ol’ fashioned unstructured bankruptcy—where the judicial system is unfettered by
Executive Branch arm-twisting? GM’s Hummer deal with the
Chinese is still scheduled to close. The rest of the bankruptcy
conditions are apparently optional for GM. Fritz Henderson has
resigned his $950,000 per year CEO post. Will his yet unnamed
successor—GM’s third CEO in nine months—turn the company
around or lead us deeper into The Twilight Zone? Stay tuned.
Mark Ragsdale has owned and operated
nine franchised dealerships over his 25-year
career. He will sign copies of his new book
Car Wreck; How You Got Rear-Ended, Run
Over, & Crushed by the U.S. Auto Industry
(Langdon Street Press, $15.95) at the 2010
NADA Convention (Booth #483). Preorders
and more information are available at www.
MarkRagsdale.com.

Views expressed in the “Sound Off” column do not necessarily represent the opinion of the MSADA

Do you have an opinion you want to share? Send submissions to tnash@msada.org.
DECEMBER 2009
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by Scott Silverman

A Second Chance for Discharged Dealers
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At the time of this writing, Congress
was in the process of approving legislation
that would provide more than 2,000 GM
and Chrysler dealers that were decimated
by the OEM bankruptcies a legitimate opportunity to have their voices heard before
their future is set in stone.
During the summer, several Chrysler
dealers attempted to challenge their termination decisions in their own states, where
state franchise laws have traditionally protected dealers. However, the federal bankruptcy court mandated all such dealers dismiss their state law claims or face a penalty
of $10,000 per day. Accordingly, without
this legislation there was no hope for any
discharged dealer.
Within the last two weeks Chrysler and
GM both broke off negotiations with dealer
representatives and offered what NADA
termed a “sham” process where each discharged dealer would only be allowed an
opportunity to ensure that Chrysler and
GM abided by their own skewed benchmarks and metrics. However, the “foundation” of these plans was skewed so as to
assist getting to a magic number of terminations, rather than weighing all the criteria that should be involved with closing an
automobile dealership.
One issue is now perfectly clear - Congress has apparently overcome the political
power of the manufacturers and established
a process that should provide some semblance of due process for those who want a
more legitimate chance at saving their franchises. Dealers who felt they were on the
short end of an unfair decision will soon be
able to make their case to an independent
set of arbitrators who will decide whether

they get a new lease on life.
The process will permit discharged dealers to present arguments and facts that were
ignored during the bankruptcies. All of the
critical issues that can only be known by
a business working in the market (as opposed to bureaucrats unfamiliar with the
auto world) will now be heard and hopefully given due consideration. However, every
discharged dealer must prepare their filing
- there will be no third bite at the apple, and
this opportunity cannot be ignored.
MSADA has already disseminated information about the process and will provide
more details as they are disclosed. Many
dealers have legitimate arguments that

“There will be
no third bite at
the apple, and this
opportunity cannot
be ignored.”
would have been compelling in any proceeding other than bankruptcy. Those that
would seemingly be in the best position to
succeed with any arbitration/appeal will be
dealers who lost their franchise only to see
GM/Chrysler begin attempts to re-appoint
a new dealer in the same market area.

How will the arbitrations end?
An important point to keep in mind – 90
percent of lawsuits never make it to trial.
Instead, they are settled because neither
side wants to risk a complete loss and the
headache of adjusting their plans to accommodate an unexpected variable. Along
these lines, protesting dealers can expect to
see most of these arbitrations settled so that
GM and Chrysler can continue to implement their plans and control their markets

rather than be “burdened” with dealers they
publicly rejected.

Is it too late?
No one knows how many dealers will
be reinstated. Countless dealers have, justifiably, moved on both emotionally and financially - with the lucky few securing new
tenants for their premises. Many dealers
have already shut down. There are others
who have lost their financing or are operating during a finance wind-down. One of
many flaws with this legislation is the failure to address the financing issue. Without a
financing commitment - many dealers who
were discharged or squeezed out by their
finance source will be left in the same position of being unable to finance their operations to continue as a new car dealer even if
the arbitrators found in their favor.
Similarly, as we approach the new year,
many dealers have already disclosed their
wind-down status and may not feel confident they can overcome the stigma the public may associate with a discharged dealer.
GM is already interfering with some of its
“chosen” dealers incorrectly sending notices to their “allegedly” orphaned customers that GM will help them now that their
dealer is going out of business. One such
letter reads “now that your dealer is no longer an authorized dealership . . .” GM has
moved quickly to fix this situation; however, it raises just one of many issues that
must be addressed.
What every “Rejected” Dealer must contemplate:
1. Decide whether to initiate an arbitration. This will be a quick and dirty process.
If you have any legitimate grounds, you
should seriously consider filing;
2. Compile all of your data, statistics,
correspondence and other written material
and contact your legal representatives to
prepare your “case”; and
3. Don’t rely on any expectation that you
will be reinstated - every dealer must continue to prepare and plan for life without a
franchise.
t
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What a Year...
First, I can’t believe it is nearly over!

Then, I can’t believe I only hope for some stability.

by Dick
Witcher
Dick Witcher is the dealer principal at Minuteman
Trucks, Inc..

“First,
I can’t
believe it
is nearly
over!
Then,
I can’t
believe I
only hope
for some
stability.”
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Being kind of an insider: Phil Brady, Joe Cowden,
Bruce Kelleher and the staff at NADA/ATD have
done an unbelievably great job. The NADA staff and
Phil along with John McEleney NADA Chairman
and Annette Sykora Past Chairman did a fantastic
job representing us during the last year. The challenges they faced were enormous; hundreds of meetings, hundreds of media interviews and some very
intense negotiations. Some dealers may complain,
but think about the number and diversity of the constituency and the need to represent us in the future
and it is hard to argue about their effectiveness.
Add to the outside turmoil: Phil, Joe and Bruce’s
need to reshape the Association to better respond to
our needs as dealers meanwhile reducing the operating cost of the Association. We all know it is tough to
do headcount reductions and ask fewer people to do
more with less. These three men have taken a careful
and measured approach, and I believe the Association is better placed to support us in the future.
Take as an example of improvement: the American Truck Dealers Association.
Our long time champion Jim Westlake, ATD Executive Director, retired this year, but before he left
the new organization was in place. Mike Regan, the
Vice President of Industry Affairs, made changes
to integrate ATD within the NADA structure. Mike
relocated the ATD staff to share offices with the
NADA Industry Affairs staff and the Office of Legal
Counsel. As a result the ATD is in the thick of things
being discussed by the automotive side of the Association. They know the hot issues and from their
knowledge of our needs can contribute the interests
of truck dealers.
Burt Hulgrave was appointed as Executive Director of the ATD as well as being executive director
NADA’s Industry Affairs Group, managing the activities of NADA’s Industry Relations and Industry
Analysis departments. Immediately prior to joining
NADA in April 2007, Hulgrave served as General
Motors’ director of global retail business process,
overseeing the development of retail and wholesale
standards and processes. Previously, Hulgrave served
as GM’s director of industry and dealer affairs, where
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he was primarily responsible for improving overall
dealer relations and serving as the lead for all GM activities and communications with NADA and GM’s
National Dealer Council. Burt is a terrific guy, and
we are lucky he has taken Jim’s place.
Barbara Robinson has joined the ATD as Director;
she reports to Burt. Barbara has intimate understanding of the commercial truck industry. She came to
the ATD from Ford Motor Company. She has added
clarity to the analysis of critical information and an
enthusiasm we have needed for a long time.
David Regan, Vice President of Legislative Affairs, has taken another step to raise the specter of
truck dealer interests. He tasked Patrick Calpin and
Josh Heit to specialize in understanding our needs
and being able to represent them in Congress.
Their first task is increasing commercial truck
sales. Patrick and Josh have done a great job in
getting their arms around the need to incentivize
truck sales and support the greening of our industry through the use and implementation of current
emissions technology. They have worked with other
associations and the legislative offices of the various OEMs to begin crafting legislation which will
help us to spur commercial truck sales. Before the
emissions regulations impacted our industry the average age of a class 8 truck was about seven years.
Today the average age of a class 8 truck is in excess
of 10 years. The result is a failure to implement current emissions technology for improving our environment.
Commercial truck sales for the last two years
have fallen to less than half of the 2006 volume.
Some industry analysts project as many as one third
of commercial truck dealers are struggling to survive. Traditionally, we depend on parts and service
to cover costs but, this recession has even reduced
the parts and service volumes.
In addition to new Association management, a
new Board of Directors has assumed responsibility
for ATD. View the current lineup on the ATD page
at www.nada.org. If you have any issues or concerns
you want addressed they will be more than happy to
help you. Please feel free to call me or look to the
NADA/ATD website for contact information.
My best to all of you. Happy Holidays and Happy
New Year!
t
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Making a List, Checking it Twice
by
Mitchell S.
Halpern
Mitchell S. Halpern is
a principal at O’C onnor
& Drew, P.C., MSADA
Tax Counsel

As we approach the end of the year,
there are several items that your dealership should address, which I’ve summarized here. A more detailed explanation of
these items, plus some other items to be
considered as year end approaches, can be
found in MSADA Legal Bulletin #34.

Corporate Tax Update
UNICAP: Recently the IRS issued a
memorandum offering field auditors direction on conducting Uniform Capitalization audits of franchised dealers. The
memorandum, Tier III – Field Directive
on the Planning and Examination of IRC
§ 263A Issues in the Auto Dealership Industry, is not an official pronouncement
of law or the IRS’s position. It does, however, provide direction to IRS field examiners on how to conduct uniform capitalization (UNICAP) audits of franchised car
and truck dealers and includes an “audit
tool kit”.
The memorandum states, in part, “In order to encourage compliance and to allow
taxpayers in the auto dealership industry
an opportunity to voluntarily change their
methods of accounting to comply with
the legal reasoning outlined in Technical
Advice Memorandum (TAM) 200736026,
the IRS has determined that it will suspend
examination of auto dealership § 263A issues effective September 15, 2009 and
continuing through December 31, 2010.”
Please be sure to consult your tax advisor as to what course of action you should
take and how this might affect your dealership. For more background on this is-

Year-End Reporting and Other
Important Compliance Items

sue, please see Why the IRS Sees Dealers
as “Producers” in the October 2009 issues
of Massachusetts Auto Dealer.
“Pass-Through” Entities: Massachusetts
“pass-through” entities, which include S
Corporations, Limited Liability Companies (“LLCs”), Limited Liability Partnerships (“LLPs”), and Partnerships are
required, as of January 1, 2009, to keep records of how their owners will meet their
Massachusetts tax obligations and, unless
an exemption applies, withhold Massachusetts income taxes from the owners’
distributive shares.
Entities owned by Massachusetts residents will generally be exempt from this
withholding requirement. The owners
must complete and sign a form (Form
PTE-EX) that certifies that they are exempt from withholding because they are
a Massachusetts resident. This certification is due on or before the last day of the
fourth month of the entity’s taxable year
(or within 30 days of member joining entity). This will be on or before April 30,
2010 for most entities. The entity must
keep this certification on file and produce
it upon request from the Department of
Revenue.
S Corp Surtax: The Massachusetts S
Corporation “surtax” will decrease in
2010 from 2.8 percent for corporations
with total receipts between $6 million and
$9 million to 2.3 percent and, for corporations with total receipts greater than $9
million, the rate will drop from 4.2 percent
in 2009 to 3.45 percent in 2010.
§179 Limitation: For 2009, the §179 limitation remains at $250,000. For qualifying
property placed in service during 2009 that
is in excess of $800,000, the §179 deduction will be reduced dollar for dollar.

W-2s, 1099s and Cash Reporting
Make sure that year-end bonuses, use of
demonstrators (see below), cost of groupterm life insurance coverage in excess of
$50,000, cost of shareholder’s health insurance premiums and other fringe benefits
are included each employee’s final payroll
for the year so that they can be properly
included on their 2009 Forms W-2.
Make sure that you issue all required
Forms 1099 to recipients by January
31, 2010, and file by February 28, 2010
(March 31, 2010, if filing electronically).
Customers for whom you filed a Form
8300 (“Report of Cash Payments over
$10,000”) during 2009 must receive notification on your letterhead by Jan. 31, 2010.

Demonstrators
As of Jan. 1, 2002, IRS Revenue Procedure 2001-56 sets forth the requirements
for a dealer to report demonstrator vehicles
provided to their employees. Be sure that
appropriate amounts are included in each
of the employee’s gross wages. The total
2009 inclusion amount should be reflected
in box 14 of each employee’s Form W-2.

Mandatory E-Filing
The Massachusetts Department of Revenue (DOR) has continued to require electronic filing for many types of businesses
and individuals. The DOR has also continued to require certain tax payments to be
made electronically. The DOR’s requirements have been outlined in Technical Information Release (TIR 04-30, as modified
by TIR 05-22), which updated the electronic filing requirements initially set forth
in Technical Information Release (TIR 0222) and subsequently revised in Technical
Information Release (TIR 03-11).
t
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from Around
the Horn

SPRINGFIELD

Western Mass. to Lose All Cadillac
Franchises

Preliminary Testing Held
for Tech Competition
Roughly 400 students from 14 schools around the state
were tested recently to determine the top eight schools that
will move on to the hands-on
AYES tech competition in
December at MassBay Community College.
The top three schools will be awarded prizes and trophies. The first place team will be sponsored at the national
competition in New York City in April.

Calendar
Saturday, December 26
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Weymouth, MA
Sunday, December 27
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Tuesday, December 29
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Worcester, MA
Wednesday, December 30
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
Wednesday, January 6
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
Wednesday, January 13
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
Saturday, January 16
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Cape Cod - Otis
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The Springfield Republican reported early this month that several dealerships in Western Massachusetts will be losing their Cadillac franchises.
Sterling A. Orr III, a third generation dealer, said his stand-alone Cadillac dealership in Springfield has been cut off from GM’s supply and will
lose the franchise in October 2010. He learned of GM’s decision in June.
MSADA Director Steve Lorenz said he will also be losing Cadillac and
Pontiac franchises in Greenfield, but will retain Buick and GMC franchises.
Burke-Whittaker GMC Cadillac Pontiac will also reportedly lose its Cadillac franchise.
Orr will be able to buy vehicles from other dealers until then, and told
the paper he plans to operate as a used vehicle dealership and service center after next year.
The nearest Cadillac dealerships for Western Massachusetts customers
will be in Framingham, southern Connecticut or Albany, N.Y.
“(My customers) don’t want to travel that far,” Orr told the Republican.
“They feel abandoned by Cadillac.”

MSADA

BOSTON

GM, Chrysler Re-Examine Closures
as Mass. Dealers Move On
As both GM and Chrysler announced plans to take another look at restoring the franchises of nearly 3,000 dealerships, many have told the
manufacturers they have already made new plans.
The Boston Globe interviewed Frost Motors in Newton, a Cadillac dealerships that will close by the end of December. Owner Tom Keery said he
received a wind-down letter in June.
“We’ve entered into a long-term lease for the facility with a pharmacy,”
Keery was quoted as saying. “So the news of that [reconsideration] is a
little late.’’
“For a lot of dealerships, the train has left the station,” MSADA Executive Vice President Robert O’Koniewski told the paper. “They’ve already
engaged in some sort of shutdown or wind-down process.”
The Globe also spoke with Greg Shea, who now runs the former South
Shore Chrysler as South Shore Autolines, which in addition to used vehicle sales has a service center and body shop.
“We’re staying open,” he said. “We felt that we never should have been
closed in the first place.”
NADA Director Ray Ciccolo expressed the same frustration, saying his
Saab dealership in Norwood had been slated for closure because it sold
fewer than 50 vehicles in the calendar year – he had sold 40 in the first
three months of 2009 after taking it on late last year.
Ciccolo said he expects the decision will be reversed.
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WORCESTER

Diamond Chevrolet Plans Move
After 30 years in Worcester, Diamond Chevrolet will be moving to
Auburn to join the owners’ Buick Pontiac GMC Cadillac dealership on
Route 20.
“Our area is so big in Central Massachusetts,” co-owner David G.
Massad II told the Worcester Telegram & Gazette. “Auburn is in a perfect
spot.”
Massad said the move will be made by the beginning of next year, and
that the Worcester land will be sold.
BOSTON

BCEC Looks Toward Expansion
As local media began to focus their attention on the New England International Auto Show in late November, officials at its home, the Boston
Convention and Exhibition Center, announced that they are seeking to
nearly double the building’s size to stay competitive with other cities.
Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce head Paul Guzzi and Massachusetts Convention Center Authority Director James Rooney will lead
a 25-person task force that will examine how much an expansion of the
516,000 square feet in a five to 15 year time frame, the Statehouse News
Service reported.
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NEWS from Around the Horn
The Year in Bulletins
The following were the MSADA Legal
Bulletins sent in 2009. They are available
to member dealers at www.msada.org or
in hard copy form from the MSADA office, which can be reached at (617) 451-1051.
1. “Tough Times, Tougher Dealers: Saving Your
Dealership’s Assets,” 1/7/09
2. Real Estate Tax Alert, 1/16/09
3. Health Care Law Filings, 2/2/09
4. State of the Industry, 2/9/09
5. The Credit Crisis, 2/19/09
6. New COBRA Rules, 3/6/09
7. Your Dealership’s ‘To Do’ List, 3/13/09
8. The Perfect Storm, 4/9/09
9. Legislative and Regulatory Updates, 4/14/09
10. Legal Updates, 5/6/09
11. New Forms Purchasing Program, 5/18/09
12. 2009 Wage-Hour Guide 5/26/09
13. News You Can Use, 6/15/09
14. OEM Bankruptcy Update; Dealer Call to Action,
6/24/09
15. Mass. Sales Tax Hike; Cash for Clunkers, 6/29/09
16. Regulatory Updates, 7/14/09
17. DOR Rules; Sales Tax Hike; Cash for Clunkers,
7/24/09
18. Sales Tax and CARS Update, 7/28/09
19. Cash for Clunkers Update, 7/30/09
20. Cash for Clunkers: On or Off, 7/31/09
21. Cash for Clunkers: New Monies, 8/709
22. Cash for Clunkers: DOT, NADA Updates,
8/13/09
23. Cash for Clunkers: More Updates, 8/17/09
24. Cash for Clunkers: The End is Near, 8/21/09
25. Cash for Clunkers: More NADA Updates,
8/27/09
26. Cash for Clunkers: Wrap-up Tips, 9/2/09
27. Right to Repair: Public Hearing Sept. 15, 9/3/09
28. Right to Repair: Public Hearing Reminder,
9/11/09
29. Industry Updates, 10/5/09
30. Reminders: Clunkers Filings and Columbus Day,
10/8/09
31. Reminders: State Lemon Law Window Stickers,
10/22/09
32. Red Flags Rule Delayed Again, 11/2/09
33. Federal Updates, 11/16/09
34. Year-End Reporting, 12/04/09
35. Restoration of Dealer Rights, 12/10/09
36. 2010 Holidays, 12/15/09
37. New Dealer Rights Law, 12/17/09
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Bill White: Milton Selectman,
Chevrolet Dealer
Bill White, a former Milton politician and Chevrolet dealer, died of cancer earlier this month. He was 83.
White took a job with the Milton Engineering Department out
of high school, working his way to the Board of Selectmen.
Among the highlights of his career was stage managing a
speech by John F. Kennedy at the Boston Garden the night
before his election, where the situation became so chaotic his
team had to send Kennedy up a dumbwaiter to get him out
safely.
After 17 years on the Board of Selectmen, White decided
he wanted to spend more time with his family, leaving to
work at a Chevrolet dealership. White then opened his own
dealership in Canton, which he sold in the late ‘80s.
“He really took an interest and got to know everybody,”
Joan Tate, White’s chief financial officer at the dealership,
told The Boston Globe. “He’d come in every morning and
greet everyone. I can see him going from the showroom to
my office and out to service, saying hello to everyone. He
used to say we were his extended family.”
White leaves his wife, Claire, five daughters, a son and 13
grandchildren.
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NADA Update

by Ray Ciccolo

NADA Leads Effort to Get Floorplan
Financing for Chrysler Dealers
For several months NADA has spearheaded efforts to help
Chrysler dealers obtain permanent floorplan credit lines from
GMAC. NADA has had numerous meetings and communications with all of the parties involved, including Chrysler Financial, GMAC, Chrysler, and the Treasury Department.
In conjunction with Chrysler’s bankruptcy, GMAC granted
temporary “interim” floorplan financing to all Chrysler dealers who formerly had loans with Chrysler Financial. However,
this interim financing expired in mid-November, and many
Chrysler dealers have not yet qualified for permanent floorplan lines from GMAC. NADA has argued that without these
critical loans, many Chrysler dealerships and the thousands of
jobs they provide are at risk and that the viability of Chrysler
itself could be threatened.
A letter from Rep. Candice Miller, R-Mich., co-signed by
a bipartisan group of 37 members of Congress, urged Treasury to work with GMAC and Chrysler Financial to work out
any remaining intercreditor issues and requested that Chrysler
dealers’ “interim” floorplan financing be extended for an additional six to 12 months. NADA Chairman John McEleney sent
a similar letter to Chrysler CEO Sergio Marchionne, urging
him to take action on the issue.
NADA continues to meet with the parties involved stressing
the urgency of the need for help, and working to assist dealers
to successfully transition their floorplan credit lines.

Urge Senators to Oppose Costly Health Care
Mandates on Small Business
Passage of health care reform remains the primary goal of
President Obama and Congressional Democrats. However,
NADA supports a much more limited and bipartisan approach
to reform. NADA is opposed to legislation that has already
passed the House of Representatives, as well as to the Senate
version of the bill currently under debate.
“The burdensome employer mandates and the fact that both
the House and Senate bills fail to address the fundamental
problem of the exploding cost of health insurance makes these
bills onerous to dealers,” says David Westcott, chairman of
NADA’s Government Affairs Committee.
Early in November, the House passed H.R. 3962, the “Affordable Healthcare for America Act,” on a tight party line
vote. The House legislation includes significant costs for dealers and a “public option,” which is paid for with additional
taxes and fees.
NADA voiced its opposition with other business groups in
the Small Business Coalition for Affordable Healthcare. Con-

sideration of the Senate legislation will likely extend into early
next year as numerous amendments will be offered in an effort
to win over key Democrats.
NADA and many in the business community strongly oppose both bills because of the costly employer mandates that
require business owners to provide “government-approved
health care coverage” to their employees. In the House bill,
for example, businesses unable to comply with this mandate
will be penalized at a rate of 8 percent of their annual payroll.
In the Senate bill, small business owners would be charged as
much as $750 for each employee who opts out of their coverage.
Dealers should contact their Senators and urge them to oppose costly mandates on small businesses and dealerships.
Senators can be reached through the Capitol switchboard at
(202) 224-3121.

In other legislative and regulatory news…
EPA Reconfirms SPCC Qualified Facility Rule;
Compliance Date Remains Nov. 10, 2010
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a final Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) rule
on Nov. 13, keeping intact a 2008 amendment designed to provide regulatory relief for small facilities, including dealerships.
EPA has confirmed that “Tier 1” qualified facilities may use a
simple, self-certified SPCC plan template in lieu of a complex
written plan. “Tier 1” qualified facilities are those that:
(1) Have 10,000 or fewer gallons in aggregate aboveground
o l storage capacity and a maximum individual oil storage container capacity of 5,000 gallons, and
(2) For the three years preceding SPCC plan certification,
have no single discharge of oil exceeding 1,000 gallons to
navigable waters, or two discharges of oil each exceeding 42
gallons to navigable waters within any 12-month period.
In 2006, EPA designated most facilities storing fewer than
10,000 gallons of oil and related fluids to be “qualified facilities” eligible to prepare and self-certify their own written facility SPCC plan, thereby avoiding the expense of hiring a professional engineer to do so. The new option for Tier 1 facilities
is even less burdensome.
NADA Regulatory Affairs intends to publish further guidance on this issue in early 2010.
continued on next page
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NADA Update
In NADA news…
IRS Answers ‘Cash for Clunkers’ Tax Questions
In a New York Times article published earlier this month, the
Internal Revenue Service’s Peggy Riley clarified for consumers and dealers whether the “cash for clunkers” rebates are taxable income. According to the program’s rules, “the credit is
not income for the consumer.” That means no federal income
tax, Riley told the Times.
Dealers, however, are responsible for paying taxes on income from the program. To the extent the dealership receives
any scrap value for the customer’s trade-in, that scrap amount
also is included in the dealership’s income, according to an
automotive alert issued by the IRS’ Motor Vehicle Technical
Adviser Terri Harris.
The IRS has urged dealers to maintain proper records of the
CARS transactions, including the gross receipts from the sale of
the new vehicle, the CARS payment amount, and any expenses
incurred to dispose of the traded-in vehicle. To read the IRS’
automotive alert, visit www.nada.org/cashforclunkers.

role it plays in supporting the dealership operations. With a
focus on supporting car and truck dealers alike, the centers are:
Academy – Leadership Development; Learning Hub – Education Solutions; 20 Group – Performance Improvement; Resource Toolbox – Industry Information. This is just a quick
glimpse into what you can expect from NADA University.
Be sure to visit us at the NADA Convention for the exciting
launch and more details.

NADA Members: Did You Attend the Free
Webinar on Detecting and Preventing
Fraud in Dealerships?
Many NADA members attended the free Webinar on detecting and preventing fraud, presented by NADAPerks, the complimentary benefit members receive every month, just because
they’re members. Members who didn’t receive their NADAPerks e-mail need to make sure their record is up-to-date—and
now is the perfect time, as NADA’s Membership Department
is reconciling its records at year-end. To update a record, simply visit www.nada.org/membership.

NADA Convention Begins on Friday, Feb. 12
For the first time, the 2010 Convention will have a full slate
of workshops on Friday afternoon—before the actual ribboncutting on Saturday. Workshops will be presented Friday at
1:30 p.m. and 3:15 p.m. Go to www.nada.org/convention for
details. Plan to arrive early, and take advantage of the NADA
Stimulus Package—a $200 voucher at registration toward the
purchase of any product or service from any exhibitor on the
showroom floor. See details below.

NADA Offers Dealers an Extra Incentive to Attend Upcoming Convention
As an added incentive to attend NADA’s upcoming Convention & Expo, each dealer and dealership manager will receive a
$200 voucher when they check in at the convention in Orlando.
The $200 voucher can be used to purchase any product or service from any exhibitor on the expo floor during the three-day
convention, February 13-15, 2010. “During these challenging
times, this is our way of showing our support for dealers around
the country and the future of their businesses,” says Steve Pitt,
NADA vice president of conventions and expositions.

NADA 20 Group: All-New, All-Online
Composite Nearly Complete
As of Dec. 31, transition to the new composite will be complete for all 24 automotive franchises. The OEM-specific composite delivers the numbers members need to analyze, plan, and
take action. With more than 80 reports and customized comparisons, this interactive, Web-based management tool is easy to
use and updated daily. To learn more, contact NADA 20 Group
at (800) 248-6232, ext. 7117, or e-mail 20group@nada.org.

Seats Available for Upcoming Academy Classes
There are still openings in both general manager and dealer
candidate classes scheduled for January and February. The
Academy has made modifications in the curriculum to address
e-commerce and inventory control for the new- and usedvehicle departments and the parts department. Details about
Academy leadership development programs, along with the
current brochure and application form, are available at www.
dealeracademy.org. For more information or questions, contact Academy registrar Diane Weppner at (703) 821-7216 or
e-mail dweppner@nada.org.

NADA University to Launch in February
Today’s automotive professionals are facing more challenges and a faster rate of change than ever before. To help ensure
your staff has the right knowledge, information and up-todate skill-set, NADA and ATD will launch NADA University
in February 2010. NADA University’s mission is to provide
dealers with timely and relevant content offered conveniently
and affordably. It will encompass four “automotive centers of
excellence,” each complementing the others in content and the
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Ray Ciccolo, Village Auto Group,
represents MSADA members on the
NADA board of directors. He welcomes
your questions and concerns (rjciccolo@
aol.com).
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